[New approaches in surgery--visceral surgery in the tension field between trauma from surgical access and radicality].
The introduction of laparoscopic surgery (LS) and the circumstances under which LS could improve the prognosis of patients suffering from malignant diseases has made the development of abdominal surgery very important during the last decade. It also has heightened our awareness of operative trauma, which is not just relevant for cosmetic reasons, the consumption of pain killers, or the stay in hospital. It also seriously affects the immune system of the patient and, in itself, operative trauma can be determined to the patient's disease. A minimalization of operative trauma is one surgical goal, especially in oncologic patients, but a limitation of the surgical access leads to oncologic risks which arise from the subsequent "handling" of the tumor. The high risk of released tumor cells has already been proven by the evidence of tumor cells in the peritoneal lavage and the detection of so-called port-site metastasis. For oncologic surgery reducing the trauma caused by the tumor is more important than reducing the trauma caused by the surgical access.